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Tracking accuracy in a location-aware mobile system can change dynamically as a function of the 
user’s location and other variables specific to the tracking technologies used. This is especially 
problematic for mobile augmented reality systems, which ideally require extremely precise position 
tracking for the user’s head, but which may not always be able to achieve that level of accuracy. 
While it is possible to ignore variable positional accuracy in an augmented reality user interface, 
this can make for a confusing system; for example, when accuracy is low, virtual objects that are 
nominally registered with real ones may be too far off to be of use. 

To address this problem, we describe an experimental mobile augmented reality system that:  
(1) employs multiple position-tracking technologies, including ones that apply heuristics based on 
environmental knowledge; (2) coordinates these concurrently monitored tracking systems; and (3) 
automatically adapts the user interface to varying degrees of confidence in tracking accuracy. We 
share our experiences with managing these multiple tracking technologies, employing various tech-
niques to facilitate smooth and reasonable “hand-offs” between the cooperating systems. We pre-
sent these results in the context of a intelligent navigational guidance system that helps users to ori-
ent themselves in an unfamiliar environment, using path planning to guide them toward destinations 
they choose, and sometimes towards ones the system infers as equally relevant. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the strongest advantages of mobile and wearable computing systems is 
the ability to support location-aware or location-based computing, offering ser-
vices and information that are relevant to the user’s current locale (Beadle et al. 
1997). Location-aware computing systems need to sense or otherwise be told 
their current position, either absolute within some reference coordinate system or 
relative to landmarks known to the system. 

Augmented reality systems, which overlay spatially registered information on 
the user’s experience of the real world, offer a potentially powerful user interface 
for location-aware computing. To register visual or audio virtual information 
with the user’s environment, an augmented reality system must have an accurate 
estimate of the user’s position and head orientation. There are many competing 
tracking technologies, which vary greatly as to their range, physical characteris-
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tics, and how their spatial and temporal accuracy is affected by properties of the 
environments in which they are used (Hightower and Borriello 2001; Welch and 
Foxlin 2002). One particularly appealing approach is to combine multiple track-
ing technologies to create hybrid trackers, using the different technologies either 
simultaneously or in alternation, depending upon the current environment. In all 
cases, however, if information registration techniques designed for accurate 
tracking are employed when tracker accuracy is too low, virtual information will 
not be positioned properly, resulting in a misleading or even unusable user inter-
face. 

To address this problem, we are developing an experimental mobile aug-
mented reality system that adapts its user interface automatically to accommodate 
changes in tracking accuracy. Our system employs several different technologies 
for tracking a user’s position, resulting in a wide variation in positional accuracy. 
These technologies include a ceiling-mounted ultrasonic tracker covering a por-
tion of an indoor lab, and a real-time–kinematic GPS+GLONASS system cover-
ing outdoor areas with adequate visibility of the sky. To bridge the gap between 
both these tracking systems, when outside their range, we have developed dead 
reckoning and infrared approaches. Our dead-reckoning approach combines a 
pedometer and an orientation tracker with heuristics applied to environmental 
knowledge expressed in a spatial map and an accessibility graph. Our infrared 
tracker leverages the partitioning effects of the intersections and subtractions of 
overlapping beacon zones of influence to provide a position estimate whose ac-
curacy is largely a function of the density of the chosen beacon layout. We have 
experimented within an adaptive user interface that is designed to serve as an in-
telligent navigational assistant, helping users to orient themselves in an unfamil-
iar environment. Inferencing and path-planning components use environmental 
knowledge to guide users toward destinations they choose—and sometimes to-
ward those not explicitly chosen, if the system reasons that the user will find 
them more proximate and similar. 

In the remainder of this paper, we first describe previous work. Next, we pre-
sent our hybrid tracking approaches: improving the accuracy of dead reckoning 
by using a spatial map and an accessibility graph; the infrared-beacon tracker; 
and our means of coordinating these tracking systems. We then introduce an 
adaptive augmented reality user interface that accommodates differences in posi-
tional accuracy. Within this context, we describe intelligent navigation aids that 
we have developed. Finally, we present our conclusions and plans for future 
work. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

Many approaches to position tracking require that the user’s environment be 
equipped with sensors (Golding and Lesh 1999), beacons (Getting 1993; Starner 
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et al. 1997; Butz et al. 2000), or visual fiducials (Kato et al. 2000). Tethered posi-
tion and orientation tracking systems have attained high accuracy for up to room-
sized areas using magnetic (Raab et al. 1979), ultrasonic (Foxlin et al. 1998), and 
optical technologies, including dense arrays of ceiling-mounted optical beacons 
(3rdTech Corp. 2002; Welch et al. 1999). The Bat system relies on ultrasonic 
sensors distributed throughout a wide area, triangulating on radio-synchronized 
acoustic signals received from tracked objects (Newman et al. 2001). It has been 
shown to be effective, not only in position-tracking, but also in coarse orienta-
tion-tracking—especially when fused with superior local sensors for the latter. 

Though a somewhat coarser approach, the signal strengths of multiple IEEE 
802.11b WiFi network access-point antennae can afford a reasonable determina-
tion of position in a context such as a university campus (Griswold et al. 2002). 
The RADAR system (Bahl and Padmanabhan 2000) uses multilateration and pre-
computed signal strength maps for this purpose, while (Castro et al. 2001) em-
ploy a Bayesian networks approach. The achievable resolution depends on the 
density of access points deployed to form the wireless network. Ekahau, which 
offers a commercial solution (Ekahau 2002) based on this technology, claims that 
with sufficient transmitters their solution can achieve meter-level accuracy. 

Sparsely placed infrared beacons can support tetherless navigation throughout 
an entire building at much lower accuracy (Butz et al. 2001; Butz et al. 2000). In 
the Swarm of Locusts (Starner et al. 1997), infrared beacons mapping to individ-
ual cells provide coarse location and/or object tagging. While our infrared track-
ing research shares many of the same goals, and some of the same hardware, as 
that of Butz and colleagues, we concentrate on user interfaces for augmented re-
ality, while their initial implementation focuses on small portable devices and 
stationary displays. In further contrast, our infrared tracking approach exploits 
layout designs that create overlapping signals, allowing a signal set to uniquely 
denote an area fragment smaller than the entire coverage area of any one beacon.  

For outdoor tracking, satellite-based global positioning system (GPS) receiv-
ers track 3-degrees-of-freedom (3DOF) position when at least four satellites are 
visible. Differential GPS systems improve accuracy by broadcasting correction 
information from a stationary base station to roving users, based on comparing 
the computed position with the known position of a carefully surveyed reference 
antenna. Real-time–kinematic (RTK) GPS uses information about the GPS sig-
nal’s carrier phase at the base station and the rover to reach even better (centime-
ter-level) accuracy. GPS is line-of-sight and it loses track easily when indoors, 
under tree cover, or near tall buildings (especially in so-called “urban canyons”). 
GPS signal loss is often addressed through dead-reckoning techniques (Lee and 
Mase 2001) that rely on tetherless local sensors, such as magnetometers, gyro-
scopes, accelerometers, odometers, and pedometers (Bowditch 1802). 

Knowledge about the environment and the constraints that it imposes on navi-
gation can serve as an important source of information to correct for inaccuracies 
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in the tracking systems of choice. Example studies can be found in the field of 
mobile robotics, where this concept is called model matching or map-based posi-
tioning (Borenstein et al. 1997). 

Given the wide range of strengths and weaknesses that different tracking 
technologies have in different circumstances, one promising approach is to com-
bine a set of complementary technologies to create hybrid trackers that are more 
robust or accurate than any of the individual technologies on which they rely. 
Hybrid tracking systems have been developed both as commercial products 
(InterSense 2001) and research prototypes (Golding and Lesh 1999; Laerhoven 
and Cakmakci 2000; Clarkson et al. 2000; Lee and Mase 2001). Hybrid tracking 
systems, in which different technologies are used in alternation, may experience 
large variations in accuracy from one point in time to another, as the specific 
technologies in use are phased in and out.  

Several researchers have begun to explore the question of how user interfaces 
can take into account tracking accuracy and other environment-specific factors. 
One approach (MacIntyre and Coelho 2000; MacIntyre et al. 2002) introduces 
the notion of level-of-error filtering for augmented reality—addressing the issue 
of object tracking error at the viewport-projection level: registration error values 
are used to select one of a set of alternate representations for a specific augmenta-
tion. In addition to this viewport-projection approach, it seems useful to retain a 
sense of the certainty of each dimension estimate in 3D (e.g., x, y, z, yaw, pitch 
and roll)—or at least of sets of them (e.g., position and orientation)—perhaps 
also to account for other varying tracking characteristics, such as update rates and 
likelihood to drift. We use the outputs of filtering techniques to provide standard 
deviations for each dimension of measurement. 

COMPLEMENTARY TRACKING MODES 

Our system addresses the problem of tracking the user across three different 
environments: indoors in our lab; in hallways and other rooms outside our lab; 
and outdoors. In all three circumstances, we currently handle orientation tracking 
with an InterSense IS 300 Pro hybrid inertial/magnetic tracker. We can track both 
the user’s head and body orientation by connecting head-worn and belt-mounted 
sensors to the unit. In portions of our indoor environment, we have to switch off 
the magnetic component of the tracker to avoid being affected by stray magnetic 
fields from nearby labs, and rely on purely inertial orientation information. 

Each of these three environments requires a different approach to position 
tracking, however. When outdoors, with line of sight to at least four GPS (US) or 
GLONASS (Russia) global navigation satellites, our system is position tracked 
by an Ashtech GG24 Surveyor real-time–kinematic differential GPS+GLONASS 
system. For indoor tracking in our lab, we employ an InterSense IS 600 Mark 2 
ceiling-mounted tracker. Wearing its wireless ultrasonic beacon allows the user 
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to roam untethered beyond the confines of that portion of our lab served by it. 
When the user is under the IS 600’s crossbar(s), we have the benefit of its high-
precision position tracking. In transitional regions, serviceable neither by GPS 
nor by our ceiling tracker, we bridge the gaps with one of two experimental sys-
tems. The first employs a pedometer, and supplements its capabilities with 
knowledge of the environment. The second is our experimental infrared tracker 
(Hallaway et al. 2003), which strategically poses an inexpensive array of unsyn-
chronized, infrared beacons—whose zones of influence intersect to partition the 
covered area into a set of uniquely defined fragments—and infers position from 
that set of beacons currently received by a user-worn array of low-cost, off-the-
shelf, infrared dongles. 

Our system detects when the wireless, ultrasonic beacon is beyond the range 
of the ceiling tracker, and a meta-tracking filter effects a hand-off to one of the 
less-accurate systems. 

Accuracy and update rate both vary widely among these position-tracking 
technologies, as shown below in Table 1. The ceiling tracker can track the posi-
tion of one ultrasonic beacon to a resolution of about 1 cm at 20–50 Hz. The out-
door RTK GPS+GLONASS system has a maximum tracking resolution of 1–2 
cm. at an update rate of up to 1–2 Hz. Its accuracy may degrade to meter-level 
when fewer than six satellites are visible. If we lose communication to our RTK 
error correction base station, we fall back to an uncorrected accuracy of 10–20 m. 
Both the dead-reckoning and the infrared tracking schemes offer accuracies at the 
meter level. 

In our hardware implementation, the ceiling tracker is connected to a station-
ary tracking server, with its position updates relayed to the user’s wearable com-
puter over an IEEE 802.11b wireless network (Höllerer et al. 1999). The mobile 
user wears our testbed backpack system, based on a Dell Inspiron 8000 with a 
 
TABLE 1. Area, accuracy and update rates for several tracking technologies we use. 
 

Coverage Accuracy Update rate (Hz)
IS 600 Mark II 1 3 m × 3 m 1 mm–1 cm 20–50
GPS+GLONASS 2 worldwide 10–20 m 1–5
RTK GPS+GLONASS 3 near base station 1–5 cm 1–5
DRM 4 modeled area 1–2 m step rate
Infrared 5 variable ~1 m 2

1  one crossbar with wireless beacon in position-only mode
2  requires line of sight to at least four satellites
3  requires line of sight to at least five satellites, and a base station
4  as we implement it here, requires model of environment
5  beacons cover roughly 7 m × 3 m elliptical zone—need to be overlapped  
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1.8-GHz Pentium III and an nVIDIA GeForce2 Go graphics processor. The user 
interface is presented on a Sony LDI-D100B see-through head-worn display. 

As will be later described, our augmented reality user interface for intelligent 
navigational guidance automatically adapts to the levels of accuracy associated 
with these different position-tracking technologies, by monitoring the filter that 
coordinates their inputs. We have focused here on indoor tracking—on managing 
the ceiling tracker, infrared tracker, and the DRM tracker. 

Wide-Area Indoor Tracking using Dead Reckoning and Environmental 
Heuristics 

Our dead-reckoning system relies on local sensors and knowledge about the 
environment to determine its approximate position. Unlike existing hybrid sens-
ing approaches for indoor position tracking (Golding and Lesh 1999; Laerhoven 
and Cakmakci 2000; Clarkson et al. 2000), we try to minimize the amount of ad-
ditional sensor information to collect and process. The only additional sensor is a 
pedometer, in the form of Point Research PointMan Dead-Reckoning Module 
(DRM) (Judd 1997)—the orientation tracker is already part of our mobile aug-
mented reality system. Our dead-reckoning approach uses the pedometer infor-
mation from the DRM to determine when the user takes a step, but uses the ori-
entation information from the IS 300 Pro hybrid, inertial/magnetic orientation 
tracker, which is more accurate than the DRM’s built-in magnetometer.  

Unlike some (Lee and Mase 2001), who use digital compass information for 
their heading information, we have a much more adverse environment. Figure 
1(a) illustrates the problems we had using magnetometer-based tracking. The plot 
corresponds to a user walking a rectangular path around the outer hallways of the 
sixth floor of our research building, using the IS 300 in hybrid (inertial + mag-
netic) mode. The plot reflects a lot of magnetic distortion present in our building. 
In particular, the loop in the path on the left edge of the plot dramatically reflects 
the presence of a magnetic resonance imaging device for material testing two 
floors above us. Since the IS 300 affords the option of using it in inertial-only 
mode, we chose to use that mode, and to correct both for the resulting drift, and 
for the positional errors associated with the pedometer-based approach, by means 
of environmental knowledge we encoded in a spatial map and an accessibility 
graph.  

Figure 1(b) shows the results for a user traveling the same path, with orienta-
tion tracking done by the IS 300 Pro tracker in purely inertial mode—without the 
use of environmental knowledge. The plot clearly shows much straighter lines for 
the linear path segments, but there is a linear degradation of the orientation in-
formation due to drift, resulting in the “spiral” effect in the plot, which should 
have formed a rectangle. Figure 1(c) and (d) show the results after correcting the 
method of (b) with information about the indoor environment. Plot (c) shows a 
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path through the outer hallway similar to those of plots (a) and (b). Plot (d) shows 
a more challenging “S”-shaped path. 

In our modeling of environmental knowledge, a spatial map accurately mod-
els the building geometry (walls, doors, passageways), while an accessibility 
graph gives a coarser account of the main path segments a user might follow. 
This accessibility graph, beyond its role in tracking correction, is also the spatial 
graph used by the path planning component we later describe. Figure 2 compares 
the two representations for a small portion of our environment. Both the spatial 
map and the accessibility graph were modeled by tracing over a scanned floor-
plan of our building using a modeling program that we developed. 

The spatial map models walls and other obstacles in a two-dimensional, top-
view representation of the environment. Doors are represented as special line 
segments (denoted in the figure by the dashed lines connecting the door posts). 
Each step impulse registered by the pedometer generates a “step vector” in our 
software, the length of which is user-configurable, and the heading of which is 
given by the orientation tracker. One of our heuristics is to then check the spatial 

  
(a)            (b) 
 

  
(c)            (d) 
 
FIGURE 1. Tracking plots using the DRM in our indoor environment. (a) Pedometer and 
magnetic orientation tracker. (b) Pedometer and inertial orientation tracker. (c–d) Pe-
dometer, inertial orientation tracker, and environmental knowledge. 
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map to determine if this step vector, applied to the previous position estimate, 
would cross an impenetrable boundary (e.g., a wall). If it does, the system has to 
resolve a contradiction. In our current approach, the angle of collision—that be-
tween the step vector and the (most angularly proximate) vector lying along the 
linear obstacle (e.g., wall) is computed. If this angle is below a configurable 
threshold (we used 30 degrees), the conflict is classified as an artifact caused by 
orientation drift and the orientation output of the IS 300 is software-adjusted to 
correspond to heading parallel to the obstacle boundary—we bounce off the wall, 
for instance. 

If the collision angle is greater than that arbitrary threshold, the system 
searches for a nearby segment on the accessibility graph that is not separated 
from the current estimate of user position by an impenetrable boundary, and is 
the closest match to the current heading estimate. That is, since the position esti-
mate is most likely in error, the system determines where the user might really be 
located, so that his last step would not cross an impenetrable barrier. The system 
adjusts the position and orientation estimates so that the last step vector aligns 
with the solution edge of the accessibility graph hence does not cross any barrier. 

Doors are special cases—semi-impermeable barriers. First, expecting posi-
tional error, we define effective door segments as somewhat wider (currently one 
meter) than the physical doorframe. In case of a “door event” (the step vector 
crossing a door segment), the angle of collision is determined. As above, if the 
angle is below our arbitrary threshold, the system assumes it “shut,” and 
“bounces” the user away. If the angle is greater than (currently) 60 degrees, the 
system assumes that the user is really passing through that door—adjusting his 
position only if passage was through the virtual extension of the door’s physical 
width. If the angle is in between the two thresholds, the system continues with 

     
(a)         (b) 
 
FIGURE 2. Two different representations of a small part of our building infrastructure, 
as used in the dead-reckoning-based tracking approach: (a) spatial map; (b) accessibility 
graph. 
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the accessibility graph search described above. Our initial results with this ap-
proach are very promising. The plot in Figure 1(d) corresponds to a path along 
which the user successfully passed through three doors (the lab door at the east 
end of the south corridor, and two doors at the north end and middle of the center 
corridor), and never deviated far from the correct position.  

This method is targeted mainly at environments with clear-cut passage con-
straints, like hallways and laboratories in which navigation is limited by desks 
and cubicles. With less constrained spaces, it would become important to model 
“typical walkways,” in order to form an adequate accessibility graph. 

Tracking with Infrared Beacons  

In contrast to the dead-reckoning approach described in the previous section, 
our infrared-based tracking method (Hallaway et al. 2003) uses a collection of 
strategically placed infrared beacons. These beacons, manufactured by Eyeled 
GmbH, broadcast a configurable, numerical ID, twice per second, at a 2400-baud 
data rate.  

Butz and his colleagues at Eyeled have investigated architectures that map 
each beacon to a single logical entity near which it is positioned (Butz et al. 
2000), such as a booth on a conference floor or an exhibit in a museum. When a 
single beacon signal is received, their systems infer that the user is near the logi-
cal entity to which that beacon maps. Ambiguity arises if multiple beacons with 
conflicting IDs are received. To avoid this, any overlapping beacon volumes 
must share the same ID or logical mapping—for instance, to expand a particular 
logical volume beyond that serviced by a single beacon. 

In contrast, our tracking system—though coarse, in its attempt to minimize 
cost—aspires to a finer level of granularity than that afforded by systems in-
tended to answer the question “Which single beacon am I receiving, so what am I 
near?” (Butz et al. 2000; Starner et al. 1997). Each beacon has a unique ID, but 
we do not map that ID to a logical entity, nor do we stop at simply associating it 
with the volume over which it broadcasts. Rather, we design beacon layouts that 
strategically create overlaps. Applying the operations of intersection and subtrac-
tion to these zones of influence (ZOIs), we partition the tracked area as uniformly 
and as finely as we are able, given the area to be covered and the number of bea-
cons available for that coverage. 

Our tests, and those of Eyeled, show these beacons as having a ZOI that con-
forms reasonably well to an ellipsoid, at one end of whose major axis is the bea-
con. With our coarse-tracking goals, we found it sufficient to model the ZOIs as 
ellipsoids. Given the nature of navigation indoors, our current experimental 
model operates in 2D—on the elliptical intersections of these ellipsoids with a 
plane parallel to the floor on which users are tracked. Once layout-strategy deci-
sions are made, we store the modeled elliptical-zone poses in a configuration file. 
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Figure 3 shows several layouts we have considered, (b) being the one we cur-
rently use in our laboratory, which involves ten inexpensive beacons. 

An array of infrared "dongles" (Extended Systems XTNDAccess sensors) 
watches the beacons. In our experiments, we mounted the dongles to a helmet, 
although we anticipate attaching them to the upper posts of our backpack frame. 
The dongles are multiplexed into the mobile computer via a Socket Communica-
tions ruggedized PCMCIA card / adapter cable that terminates in four DB-9 
jacks. The results we present here were obtained using four dongles, mounted in 
a more or less planar fashion, oriented 90 degrees apart. 

Our low-level infrared dongle driver sets each dongle to receive the 2400-
baud data rate at which the beacons broadcast their unique IDs. We should note 
that, to minimize the cost and complexity of our system, the beacons are not net-
worked in any way: they operate without any synchronization, with clocks that 
likely drift with respect to one another. Hence, despite the fact that their brief, 
broadcast “bursts” are separated by nearly a half second of “silence,” there is a 
non-zero probability that during certain brief periods, a pair of beacons in the 
system may be in temporal collision. The dongle drivers currently address this 
concern by maintaining a lookup table of legitimate beacon IDs, ignoring broad-
casts not found in it. Given our situation—using ten beacons with IDs from one 

 

(a)  
 

 

  
(b)      (c) 

 
FIGURE 3. Efficient layouts for: (a) hallway or long, narrow room; (b) square room or 
section; (c) round room with finer detail toward center. 
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to ten—the probability of two colliding signals appearing to a dongle as the 
broadcast of a legitimate ID seems vastly improbable. Moreover, it should be 
noted that not all potentially colliding pairs of beacons have spatially overlapping 
ZOIs. For those that do not, there will never be a conflict. Additionally, some 
pairs of beacons may have ZOIs that overlap, but are oriented in significantly dif-
ferent directions. Our receiver arrangement, which consists of several receiver 
dongles oriented in different directions, might be reached by signals from such 
beacons simultaneously, but no single dongle in our receiver arrangement will 
see both of the signals—the user might be in the intersection of temporarily col-
liding beacons, but no dongle (driver) will be so confused. 

A higher-level driver maintains a working set of IDs “currently” received 
across all installed dongles during a brief, sliding time window, since there is 
nearly one-half second between each ID reiteration. Given this beacon-ID set, the 
higher-level driver invokes a method on an “area collection” object, and retrieves 
from it an area fragment to which that ID set maps. 

We have developed an initialization algorithm for this area collection that pre-
computes two sets of area fragments, given a coverage universe and a set of ellip-
tical ZOI poses. The first is a true partition of that universe into “cells.”  Each 
cell is generated by taking the intersection of the set of ZOIs mapped to by the 
beacon-IDs received, and then also subtracting the remaining ZOIs, whose bea-
con IDs are not received. Often these cells are empty, non-singular, or too small 
to inspire measurement confidence, so our algorithm also pre-computes a second 
set of simple intersections—the intersection of those ZOIs whose beacon IDs are 
received, without regard for those not received. Each such intersection fragment 
is always singular. It is also always a superset (often proper) of, and is less fre-
quently empty than, its corresponding cell. 

In Figure 4, we present a screen-shot of our test program at the end of a typi-
cal example of the many walk-arounds we tracked using this infrared system in 
the context of our lab. The intersection area fragment is rendered in those images 
in medium grey, and is the larger of two fragments, bounded by always convex 
elliptical segments. The cell area fragment is the intersection’s (usually) smaller 
subset, in darker grey, the bounds of which may also include concave segments. 
The later-discussed “ellipse of confidence” appears as a transparent grey ellipse, 
with a white estimate dot at its centroid. 

We are experimenting with various policies of fragment usage for measure-
ments. Current experience suggests that using the cell fragment, generated by the 
full knowledge of beacons not received, often produces measurements that are 
too specific and occasionally too far from the current consensus position to be 
believed—in short, we get noisy results because we cannot rely on the assump-
tion that one of our receiver dongles will invariably pick up a signal from every 
beacon whose ZOI the receiver is currently in. While we will continue our inves-
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tigations, the images presented in this paper are the result of defaulting to the in-
tersection area fragment. 

Observing many fragments, we noticed that always using their centroids as x-
y measurements could result in position estimates that jumped more erratically 
than desirable, especially with larger intersections. We currently handle this po-
tential “noise” in three ways. First, we have implemented a Kalman filter 
(Kalman 1960). Using an adjusted fragment’s axially aligned bounding box (see 
below), its centroid provides the measurements for x and y, and some configur-
able ratio of its height and width are the basis for the x and y variances—all nec-
essary filter inputs. Second, we maintain a configurable cap on the dynamic ve-
locity values used by the filter’s state-transition computations. Third, we proceed 
to further leverage the Kalman filter corrections by maintaining an axially 
aligned “ellipse of confidence,” the dimensions of whose bounding rectangle are 

 
 
FIGURE 4. One of many tracked traversals of a rectangular path around the tables in the 
center of our lab: the “cell” fragment is dark grey, its lighter-grey superset fragment is the 
intersection, and the transparent grey ellipse with the white estimate dot at its centroid is 
the ellipse of confidence. 
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in some configurable, constant ratio to the standard deviations we calculate from 
the filter’s output. This ellipse of confidence is shown in Figures 4 and 5 as a 
transparent grey ellipse, with a white estimate dot at its centroid. We adjust 
(above) the area fragment supplied for the next measurement by intersecting it 
with the current ellipse of confidence. Since the receiver is most likely inside the 
ellipse of confidence, and is very likely inside the next supplied area fragment, 
its position would seem to be most likely within the intersection of the two. Cer-
tainly, if not the case, some near-future update adjusting the effects of that as-
sumption would be doubtless forthcoming. 

Managing Multiple Tracking Systems 

Our experiences with filtering the infrared tracker output suggested two ideas: 
(1) using the variance outputs from such a filter to address the problem of how to 
structure the communication between a tracker’s driver level and the applica-
tion’s user-interface; (2) employing some form of a Kalman filter to act as a 
“meta-tracker,” a device contrived to manage multiple, simultaneously running 
tracking systems. 

We had already been investigating ways to make diverse tracking systems 
work together more or less seamlessly. Applying something like a Kalman filter 
to sensor outputs from multiple hardware tracking solutions, we reasoned, would 
give the systems designer the ability to avoid making explicit, error-prone, binary 
decisions about when to totally ignore input from one system and start depending 
entirely on that from another. Rather, the software system might feed the “meta-
tracker” filter with estimates from all systems contemporaneously, and the stan-
dard deviations of error accorded the estimates from each system would cause 
them to be appropriately weighted in the correction cycles within the managing 
filter. 

For our initial explorations using this approach, we employed an InterSense 
IS 600 Mark 2 ceiling tracker, with a single, wireless ultrasonic beacon, for our 
relatively small-area, precision tracker. We paired it with the experimental infra-
red tracker we describe above, as a coarse-tracking, wider-area alternative. We 
updated the filter at 40 Hz., not only with the infrared estimates, but also with in-
put from the ceiling tracker, whenever its mobile beacon was in range of the re-
ceiving crossbars. The ceiling tracker’s base unit was connected to a desktop 
computer, from which we forwarded its updates to our mobile notebook com-
puter with a simple, custom server that sent UDP updates through the wireless 
network. 

As can be seen in Figure 5, these “handoffs” worked rather well—the filter 
ensuring that transitions to and from the coarser tracking mode did not happen 
with an instantaneous leap from one mode’s current measurement to that of an-
other’s. On the side of our lab where the ceiling tracker and the infrared coverage 
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areas overlapped, the beacons were at the far extremes of their ranges, so some-
what less reliable, but this actually served to make the handoff more visible. Note 
from Figure 5 that continuing the infrared updates with even the noisiest of data 
during the ceiling tracker’s domination, was not visibly detrimental to the aggre-
gate estimates. 

ADAPTIVE AUGMENTED REALITY USER INTERFACE 

Our experimental augmented reality user interface, implemented in Java3D 
(Deering and Sowizral 1997) is an adaptive one, focusing on the user’s naviga-
tional needs. When the user is under the ceiling tracker, we exploit its higher ac-
curacy by overlaying well-registered labels, and sometimes a wire-frame model, 
on such objects as rooms and doors (Figure 6).  

 
 
FIGURE 5. An example of the meta-tracker “handoff,” first from our infrared tracker to 
the ceiling tracker, and then back again. The light grey shaded rectangle shows where the 
ceiling tracker is in range. The handoffs are easy to see within those bounds. Other shad-
ings are as in Figure 4. 
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In our experiments with the meta-tracking filter implementation described 
above, when the user moves out of range of the ceiling tracker, position-tracking 
dominance is shifted to the infrared tracker. The filter exposes variance data for 
each dimension of measurement it manages. As it retrieves the estimates it needs 
to update its camera transformation, for instance, our user interface can also poll 
the filter for its current levels of confidence in those estimates. When position-
estimate standard deviations rise above a configurable threshold, for a reasonable 
time interval, the user interface can use this event to change to a mode better re-
flecting its diminished certainty of position. In one such rudimentary interface, 
we notify the user that this is happening by first replacing the registered world 
overlay with a World in Miniature (WIM) (Stoakley et al. 1995) model, but at 
full world-scale. That model is then animated in translation and scale, down to its 
normal position and miniature size (Pausch et al. 1995). During the brief anima-
tion, the user doesn’t have any helpful augmentation, but he does have time to 
recognize a coherent shift between well-registered, world-scale augmentation, 
and largely unregistered, miniature-scale augmentation in the WIM. 

 
 
FIGURE 6. Augmented reality user interface in accurate tracking mode (imaged through 
optical see-through head-worn display). Labels and features (a wireframe lab model) are 
registered with the physical environment. 
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Pairing either of our two alternative position-tracking solutions (the DRM-
based method or our IR-beacon architecture) with the IS 300 Pro orientation 
tracker seemed a very useful way to bridge the gaps. This pairing afforded sig-
nificantly more accurate orientation tracking than position tracking, however. We 
wanted to reflect tracking granularity in the interface itself, and to avoid confus-
ing the user with misplaced augmentation. Considering this, we found the idea of 
a WIM a nice way to express the relatively superior orientation accuracy under 
such circumstances.  

This WIM, an alternative approach to another we presented (Bell et al. 2002), 
has a stable position relative to the user’s body, but is oriented relative to the sur-
rounding physical world. That is, it hovers in front of the user, moving with her 
as she walks and turns about, while at the same time maintaining the same 3D 
orientation as the surrounding environment of which it is a model. The superior 
orientation tracking supports this world alignment—which is clearly evident to 
the user—but the miniature nature of this interface obviates the need to register 
augmentation with the world. The only way positional tracking error might be 
revealed would be in any (miniaturized) deviations of the user’s avatar from her 
true WIM-frame position. 

Related work on navigational interfaces (Darken and Cevik 1999) explored 
different ways of presenting 2D and 3D map information to a user navigating in a 
virtual environment. It was concluded that while there is, in general, no best 
scheme for map orientation, a self-orienting “forward-up” map is preferred over a 
static “north-up” map for targeted searches.  

The WIM is a 3D extension of the “forward up” 2D option in Darken’s and 
Cevik’s work. Because our WIM’s position is body-stabilized, the user can 
choose whether or not to look at it—it is not a constant consumer of head-
stabilized head-worn display space, nor does it require the attention of a tracked 
hand or arm to position it. Moreover, if desired, the WIM can exceed the bounds 
of the head-worn display’s restricted field of view, allowing the user to review it 
by looking around, since the head and body orientation are independently 
tracked. The WIM incorporates a model of the environment and an avatar repre-
sentation of the user’s position and orientation in that environment. It also pro-
vides the context in which paths are displayed in response to user queries about 
routes to locations of interest. 

Figures 7 and 8 show the user interface after one such transition to coarse po-
sition tracking and the WIM interface. Because the head–body alignment is rela-
tively constant between these two pictures, the position of the projected WIM 
relative to the head-mounted display is similar in both pictures, but the differing 
position and orientation of the body relative to the world show the WIM’s world-
aligned characteristics.  
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These images also include world-situated route arrows that point the way 
along the path to a location that the user has requested (in this case, a nearby 
stairway). As the user traverses this suggested path, the arrows advance, always 
showing the two next segments. The WIM also displays the entire path, which is 
difficult to see in these figures because of problems imaging through the see-
through head-worn display. (A more legible view of a path is in shown in Figure 
10, which is a direct frame-buffer capture, and therefore doesn’t show the real 
world on which the graphics are overlaid.) 

INTELLIGENT NAVIGATION AIDS 

Users of augmented reality, navigational interfaces may often wish to pose 
questions about the locations of things which—in less than familiar territory—
may be uncertain of existence, and cannot be particularly named. The user may 
know a kind of thing he seeks, but sometimes he may not know whether such a 
thing is reasonably accessible, nor how he should ask for it. Moreover, a user on 

 
 

FIGURE 7. Augmented reality interface in coarsely tracked mode (imaged through opti-
cal see-through head-worn display), presenting a body-stabilized, world-aligned WIM 
and world-space arrows. 
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foot, who, for instance, asks for the nearest candy machine, would likely prefer 
being directed to a snack machine steps away—which happens to lack candy 
bars—to getting information about a candy machine miles away. Systems that 
answer particular queries too literally can be less useful and more frustrating.  

Knowledge Representation 

To address such considerations, we decided to experiment with a Description 
Logic (Donini et al. 1996) implementation. For a simple example of its function, 
notice that in Figure 9 the user uses a menu to request the path to the nearest ele-
vator. The system responds to this query with two solutions. The first of the two 
is represented in Figure 10 as a larger-diameter, brighter 3D path to the most lit-
eral solution—the nearest elevator. The second is plotted as a medium-diameter, 
somewhat dimmer path to the nearest stairway. A reasoning component infers 
that, although the user has explicitly specified an interest in elevators, she might 

 
 

FIGURE 8. Augmented reality interface in coarsely tracked mode (imaged through opti-
cal see-through head-worn display), with the user at a different position and orientation, 
demonstrating the world-alignment of the WIM. 
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actually be interested in any means of egress. Since the stairway is closer, it is 
presented as well. 

Our system’s knowledge of the physical domain and its resources resides in a 
persistent database (Höllerer et al. 1999). At load time, tables in that database are 
parsed into structures necessary to our simple inferencing system. In the domain 
described here, the “concepts” (Donini et al. 1996) are the classes of resources 
found on the floor of the building enclosing our lab. At the lowest level, concepts 
include things such as “Men’s Restroom,” “Dining,” “Stairway,” “Laboratory,” 
and “Office.” The subsumption of each concept by its more general parent cre-
ates a conceptual tree, culminating in a root—the entire set of resources that we 
model in our building. The TBox (Ibid.), which handles terminological knowl-
edge about concepts, includes a list of these concepts, each associated with its 
subsuming parent.  

In our current implementation, the database encodes simple assertions—
“constructors” (Ibid.) of these “isA” subsumption “roles” (Ibid.). Reasoning 
might be automated that would infer subsumptions, and more general relation-
ships among concepts, by operating on the properties of each concept, but we 

 
 
FIGURE 9. Intelligent navigational guidance, with the user beginning a query. 
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have not yet implemented such. Our system does, however, automatically gener-
ate the hierarchy tree from these individual subsumption assertions. 

The ABox (Ibid.), which handles assertional knowledge about “individuals,” 
includes a list of individual resources, each associated with a concept (the most 
specific membership) and the path node that is its location of availability in the 
world. As in the concepts discussed above, our database currently simply asserts 
the membership of each individual in its most specific concept. Given the as-
serted memberships, though, our system proceeds to automatically infer—at load 
time or during runtime—the more general concept memberships for each indi-
vidual entity. 

A metrical concept we employ, outside this hierarchy of resources, is the 
PathNode. To support the graph searching techniques of A* or Dijkstra’s Algo-
rithm (Dijkstra 1959), we represent the graph (of possible paths to resources) in 
our database and data structures as a set of these nodes. This is the same data 
structure used for the accessibility graph we described in the third section. In an 
ABox table independent of the individual resources above, we list a set of path 
nodes and associate them with 3D world positions. In a separate table, we repre-
sent the edges in this graph as pairs of nodes that encode, in keeping with De-
scription Logic theory, constructors of the role “connectedTo” (or “accessible-
From”). At load time, these individual nodes and edge roles are parsed into our 
accessibility graph, which is typically, but not necessarily, undirected and planar. 

When the user of our system asks for the path to an individual resource, the 
shortest path is calculated on our graph structure using Dijkstra’s Algorithm. 
When a user asks for the way to the nearest of a certain kind of resource, how-
ever, comparisons must be made. The length of the shortest path (from the user’s 
position, along the traversable edges of our graph) to a candidate resource, is the 

 
 
FIGURE 10. Intelligent navigational guidance—query resulting in different solution 
paths in the WIM. 
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metric we want to minimize. The user indicates how many plies she wishes the 
search to traverse, or accepts the default number of plies.  

When she asks for the nearest Elevator, as shown in Figures 9 and 10, the first 
solution shows just that. The lengths of the shortest paths—from her position to 
the path nodes associated with all the individuals in the concept Elevator—are 
compared, and the shortest one wins: in this case, the path to an individual re-
source named “South Elevator.”  Since, in this case, the ply choice was greater 
than zero, though, the system went on to note that the concept Elevator is sub-
sumed by that of Egress, and hence proceeded to evaluate members of that parent 
concept. In addition to Elevator, Egress subsumes the concept Stairway, so since 
the “East Stairway” is nearer the user than the “South Elevator,” a path is also 
plotted to it, as a second solution, with somewhat less prominent graphical pres-
ence. Since the ply count was actually two here, the system traversed one level 
higher, but found no solution with a shorter path in that yet more general set. Had 
it found one, a third path would have been plotted, with even less prominent 
graphical characteristics. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have described a mobile augmented reality system that uses several dif-
ferent modes of tracking user position—modes that differ significantly in accu-
racy. One of these modes employs a dead-reckoning module, which makes use of 
pedometer and orientation information, applying corrections derived from 
knowledge about the user’s immediate environment, in the form of a spatial map 
and an accessibility graph.  

Another mode is afforded by our experimental infrared tracker, which infers 
position from the set of infrared signals it receives, making spatial inferences 
over the modeled volumes to which each signal in that set maps. The installation 
we have described frankly outperformed our expectations, once reasonably fil-
tered. The accuracy of this device seems to be in direct proportion to the density 
of the beacon distribution. We would like to do performance testing with several 
layouts, and find a sound means of expressing the accuracy level that can be ex-
pected from this device, given a particular layout scheme. 

One concern we hope to address more rigorously regards the Kalman filter we 
have implemented to smooth the infrared tracker’s output. As is not uncommon, 
that filter is being applied to a domain in which some of its assumptions arguably 
do not hold. Kalman filtering assumes that the probability distribution of each 
measurement is Gaussian. One can reasonably assert that having received signal 
set S, the probability of being in, say, the square decimeter of the fragment fur-
thest from the operative beacons, is not equal to—indeed is surely quite a lot less 
than—the probability of being in the nearest one. If so, the probability distribu-
tion of the reception-location across these elliptical ZOIs, or indeed their frag-
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ments, is certainly non-Gaussian. That the filter performs as well as it does, in 
our view, merely serves to highlight the essentially forgiving nature of Kalman’s 
algorithm—another example of the benefits of applying it where some of its 
theoretical assumptions may not hold. 

A number of user interface questions might be effectively addressed through 
user studies. Considering head-stabilization of WIM position, might it be better 
to fix the height, allowing the head to look up (away from) and down (to) the 
WIM, or should the WIM remain within the view frustum regardless of where the 
head looks (Bell et al. 2002)?  Given body stabilization and world-orientation, 
might it be better to have the user immersed in the WIM with the centroid of her 
world-sized, physical body coincident with her position in the WIM? Or, as we 
conjectured in the design of our system here, might it be better to situate the 
WIM with its centroid (indeed its entire volume) somewhat in front of the user’s 
body? Immersing the user directly in a WIM might avoid the indirection and po-
tential distraction implicit in representing her in the WIM by an avatar. But, does 
this offset the presumed disadvantage of having the user’s physical body displace 
considerably more than its realistic, miniature “share” of the WIM’s volume—
and the difficulty of determining exactly where in the WIM the user’s world-
sized body really is? 

We hope to soon complete the integration of our outdoor tracking system into 
the mix fed to the Kalman filter. We are also interested in augmenting or replac-
ing the DRM with some other accelerometer-based source and software process-
ing. Including altimetry (coarsely supported by the DRM) would help us track 
position in elevators or stairwells. Our laboratory’s demos, we hope, will soon 
become full walk-around mobile augmented reality applications that—without 
changes of gear or pressing of buttons—are capable of going from the well-
tracked zones of our lab, across its remainder, out the door, through the halls, 
down the elevator, through the lobby and out the front door, all stages of which 
serviced by some usable level of tracking, and with the user interface intelli-
gently responsive to what it knows about the level of confidence it should accord 
current tracking estimates. 
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